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       VALKYR ADVENTURES       
    Backcountry lodge  Ski Touring  Alpine Hiking 

 
The LQ OUTPOST - is situated on the north flank of Lequereux Mountain at an elevation of 
2,200 m.  The cabin is a 24’ x 24’ two story log structure with the living quarters on the second 
floor.  The “basement” is not developed at this time and so the living and sleeping quarters are 
all located on the second story with the kitchen/dining area partitioned off from the sleeping area. 
In order to accommodate singles and couples, there are 4 bunk units with 2 units having twin 
mattresses and 2 units having double mattresses. The beds will have privacy screens. 

There are several large picture windows so you can take advantage of the incredible 
views to be had of the Valkyr and Valhalla mountain ranges, as well the North Monashee Range 
and Rogers Pass in the distance.   

The cabin is heated by a wood stove with a propane cook stove and fridge in the kitchen. 
The kitchen has a double dish sink plus a 3rd sink for auxiliary use; both drain into a grey water 
pit. There’s no running water in the building so water can be obtained from a nearby lake or from 
melting snow.   
There will be a sauna hut for the requisite heat therapy! 
 

 
What we provide: 

 All fuel for the lodge: firewood, propane, gasoline 
 Honda 3000 generator 
 6” covered foam mattresses 
 Pots, pans, dishes, cutlery, cutting boards and kitchen utensils 
 Snow shovels, ice auger, buckets for hauling water, large canners for melting snow and 

large tubs for water storage. 
 Base radio programmed to Valkyr repeater 

What you will need to bring: 
 All food and drink 
 Dish soap, bleach, dish scrubbers, paper towels  
 Towels, soap, toilet paper and hand sanitizer  
 Sleeping bag (small pillow optional) 
 First aid supplies 

The LQ Outpost is a rental cabin that is entirely user maintained. Ski groups will be 
responsible for all operations while at the cabin and for leaving the cabin in a pristine 
condition. The rate is $8,000 + GST per week and is based on a capacity of 8. This 
includes helicopter exchange on Sunday.  Unlinked helicopter exchange rates can be 
provided on request. A damage deposit may be required. 


